Continued Use of 1-in-X Risk Communications Is a Systemic Problem
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Over 2 years ago, I wrote an editorial in *Medical Decision Making* titled “Time to Retire the 1-in-X Risk Format.”1 In that piece, I reviewed some of the research that had compared risk statistics presented using the 1-in-X format (e.g., a 1 in 12 chance of a birth defect) versus other presentations with numerators greater than 1 (e.g., a 10 in 120 chance). Examining the findings of both a paper by Pighin and others2 that appeared in that issue as well as others’ work, I concluded that the evidence supported the conclusion that 1-in-X formats reduced patient understanding of risk information and tended to increase risk perceptions.

Based on that evidence, I chose to make a strong argument against the use of the 1-in-X format in clinical practice. To cite the previous editorial, “We need to move the conversation about 1-in-X formats past mere documentation of problems and address the significant need to change clinical practice . . . . any continued use of 1-in-X formats to communicate medical risk is . . . intolerable.”1(p704)

In the current issue of this journal, Sirota and others3 report the results of 5 separate studies that further explore the 1-in-X effect. After first finding both significant and nonsignificant findings in individual studies, they pursued a meta-analytical approach that aggregated both their data and data from Pighin and others.2 Their main findings are that the set of available data provides “decisive evidence” that use of the 1-in-X format does indeed affect risk perceptions but also that the effect is smaller than most others have estimated it.

To start, we should applaud the authors for recognizing the value in replication studies. A growing recent body of research in both psychology and medicine has documented evidence of publication bias,4–9 and many seemingly well-implemented studies are proving difficult to replicate. While some journals have historically appeared less interested in publishing replication studies, the editors of *Medical Decision Making* explicitly seek to recognize the potential scientific value of such work.

In this case, the authors’ attention to detail also allowed them to disentangle the 1-in-X effect from several plausible counterhypotheses as well as examine the robustness of the effect in multiple populations. While Sirota and others’3 data suggest that 1-in-X effects may be smaller than what earlier studies suggested, what is essential about their finding is not its recalibration of our beliefs about the size of the 1-in-X effect but its methodological rigor in proving that such an effect exists at all.

When determining whether a research finding warrants a change in clinical practice, however, effect size only matters if there are reasons to maintain the status quo beyond simple inertia. Examples of such reasons include increased cost (either long-term or transitional) and new negative consequences such as novel side effects.

Yet, such is not the case here. There is no extra cost to using percentages, frequencies with larger fixed denominators, or other approaches in clinical risk communications. Clinicians and educators simply have to decide that they will say or write one thing instead of another. As a result, we can make a strong recommendation for change based on the decisive evidence of Sirota and others’3 paper even if effect sizes are comparatively small.
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What does it take to translate health communication research findings into improved behaviors and practices in clinical contexts? Much research has been conducted in the past 10 to 15 years regarding how best to communicate quantitative data to patients and clinicians. Comparatively little attention has been paid to understanding barriers to the uptake of improved risk and health data communication practices by clinicians themselves (as opposed to by health educators, decision aid developers, genetic counselors, etc.). That omission means that the good work of health communications researchers does not have the impact on actual medical decision making that it could.

In the present context, the gaps in data are glaring. We do not have good data about what proportion of clinicians regularly use 1-in-X formats in their risk communications, but we could. We do not know whether its use correlates with clinical experience, specialty, situation, or problem, but we could. We do not know whether clinicians are actively resistant to using other communication formats or simply do not know that they should, but we could learn that too. And, in the absence of these data, we are comparatively powerless to design effective interventions to change clinical practice.

The conversation about use of the 1-in-X format does not continue because of the lack of evidence of effect. It continues because there is insufficient recognition that the use of 1-in-X formats is a dominated option; using other formats costs nothing and has real (albeit perhaps limited) benefits. To change outcomes, we simply must know that the problem exists and decide to change.

Failures to take up evidence-based risk communication methods are systemic failures that are as worthy of study as failures to take up other evidence-based health practices. The case of the continued use of 1-in-X formats would be a good place to start.
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